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BUYONG V READY-MIX CONCRETE (NT) PTY LTD
Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia Angel J.
26 May, 9, 14 June 1989 at Darwin



APPEAL - Question of law - Whether evidence sufficient to support finding - Workers Compensation Act, s. 26(1).
EVIDENCE - Onus of proof - Total or partial loss of earning capacity - Onus on employer to show loss only partial - whether onus discharged - Workmens Compensation Amendment Act 1984, s. 7A(6)
WORKER'S COMPENSATION - Appeal - Finding of partial incapacity - Whether worker an "odd lot".

Cases referred to:
The Australian Gas Light Company v The Valuer-General (1940) 40 S.R. (N.S.W. I 126.
Cardiff Corporation v Hale [1911] 1 K.B. 1009.




Counsel for the Appellant	: Solicitor for the Appellant
Counsel for the Respondent Solicitor for the Respondent:
 J.	Waters
Waters, James & O'Neil
T. Riley Q.C. Ward Keller
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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
No. 71 of 1989
 





BETWEEN: MAHAE BUYONG
Appellant





CORAM:	ANGEL J.
 AND:
READY-MIX CONCRETE (NT) PTY LTD
Respondent


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered the 14th day of June 1989)
.,     .	-


The resolution·of this appeal from a decision...of a
.   --    ·.:...:.....;;.._• ·- .;_  ·:	_;_	.-.-     ---  ..    "-	...•.,_'	.	.   ..
stipendiary magistrate·.sitt-ing -in the·workers Compensation Court by a worker against an award of $43,380.00 plus
medical and like expenses lies, I think, in the following statement of Jordan C.J. in The Australian Gas Light Company v The Valuer General (1940) 40 S.R. (N.S.W.) 126 at 137:

"In cases in which an appellant tribunal has jurisdiction to determine only questions of law, the following rules appear to be established by the authorities:
	The question what is the meaning of an ordinary English word or phrase as used in the Statute is one of fact not of law •.•
	The question whether a particular set of facts comes within the description of such a word or phrase is one of fact •••
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	The question whether a particular set of facts comes within the description of such a word or phrase is one of fact •••
	A finding of fact by a tribunal of fact cannot be disturbed if the facts inferred by the tribunal, upon which the finding is based, are capable of supporting its finding, and there is evidence capable of supporting its inferences


	Such a finding can be disturbed only (a) if there is no evidence to support its inferences, or (b) the facts inferred by it and supported by evidence are incapable of justifying the finding of fact based upon those inferences •••, or (c) if it has misdirected itself in law •••Thus, if the facts inferred by the tribunal from the evidence before it are necessarily within the

·description .of.a word or phrase in a statute or necessarily outside that description, a
-contrary decision is wrong in law •••	If, however, the facts so inferred are capable of
-being regarded .as either within··or without the description, according to the relative significance attached.to them, a decision either way by a tribunal of fact cannot be
..,.disturbed;cby,'a,-,superior ourt,,whi,ch,lcan·; .····-··
determine only que·stions of law •••"	(I have
•.omitted references _to_jluthori ties·cited· for these propositions).
Section 26 (1) of the now repealed Workers Compensation Act provides "Where the Court makes a determination under this Act, a party to the proceeding may appeal against the determination on a question of law to the Supreme Court within the time and in a manner prescribed by the Rules of the Supreme Court."

The appellant worker contests the stipendiary magistrate's conclusion that he suffered a 20% loss of capacity to work saying, inter alia, that it is an appeal
on a question of law.	But oh no says the respondent employer, that is a question of fact from which no appeal lies by virtue of s. 26.	In order to resolve this difference it is necessary to say something of the facts.

The learned magistrate found that the appellant was born on the 9th July 1937, that he had difficulty expressing himself and making himself understood by reason of his faltering English, that he had only been educated until 12 years of age, that-he had limited literary skills and lacked confidence in·_that-regard, -that he had a history of continuous employment up to the accident, that he was skilful and hard working as a crane driver prior to the· accident, that as -.a consequence of the accident he continues to suffer from pain, that he could not resume his former employment and would experience .di.fficulty in most aspects of his former employment, that he could not obtain employment driving cranes in any event, that from the date of the accident and for a period of six months following, the appellant was totally incapacitated for work and that after the expiration of six months he became and remains partially incapacitated.

Of suggested future occupations the learned magistrate found that only taxi driving and shop assistants work were at all worthy of serious consideration.	Having considered all the medical evidence, the films and his
4

other findings the 1earned.magistrate, having said he considered the appellant had exaggerated his problems, concluded that the appellant could not put in a sustained effort as a taxi driver for more than three twelve hour shifts per week and that the applicant was able to earn in a suitable employment the sum of $220.00 per week.	In coming to this conclusion the learned magistrate found that the appellant could obtain an exemption from lifting luggage.	With the exception of the learned magistrate's conclusions of a 20% incapacity and an ability to earn
$220.00 per week the appellant accepts the learned magistrate's findings but says that a result of 20%
disability, with·,its compensatory consequence.s,·cannot
-
follow as a matter of law.,:.::-.


To this the respondent says the learned magistrate found the appellant is fit enough to·drive, and that by implication he found that the appellant was not an "odd lot" within Fletcher Moulton L.J.'s famous statement in Cardiff Corporation v Hale [1911] 1 K.B. 1009 at
1020-1021, viz:
"There can therefore be no general principle,
i.e. a principle true in all cases, that in the case of partial incapacity the employer is required not only to shew what work the workman can do but also to shew that he can get such work.	But on the other hand I am also of opinion that there are cases in which the onus of shewing that suitable work can in fact be obtained does fall upon the employer who claims that the incapacity of the workman is only partial.	If the accident has left the workman so injured that he is incapable of becoming an ordinary workman of


average capacity in any well known branch of the labour market - if in other words the capacities for work left to him fit him only for special uses and do not, so to speak, make his powers of labour a merchantable article in some of the well known lines of the labour market, I think it is incumbent on the employer to shew that such special employment can in fact be obtained by him.	If I might be allowed to use such an undignified phrase I should say that if the accident leaves the workman's labour in the position of an "odd lot" in the labour market, the employer must shew that a customer can be found who will take it.	For in such a case we are not in truth dealing with fluctuations of the labour market at all.	We are dealing with the chance of some one being found who can and will avail himself of the special residue of powers which has been left in the workman; and, seeing that it is the result of the accident that the workman has been made dependent on the finding of such a special employer, it is right that those who are liable to pay to him compensation for his loss of earning power should only be allowed to take credit for his partial capacity for work if they can shew that it can actually be made productive of remuneration to him."
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Whether a person is an ".9dd lot" is a·question:0£ fact in each case.	It follows, says .the respondent, this appeal is only about facts and there£ore the fate of the appeal is inevitable because of the restricted nature of the appeal.	The question of onus loomed large in the arguments before me, too.	The appellant says having called only the witness Bailey, the respondent did not discharge the onus imposed bys. 7A (6) of the Workmens Compensation Amendment Act 1984 which provides:	"The onus of proving that a weekly or other payment due.under this Act to a person should be discontinued, withheld or diminished in accordance with this Section shall be on the employer
seeking to carry out that action".	Irrespective of that legislative provision, which was confined,·· I think, to the procedure laid down in the preceding sub sections of s. 7A, in light of the learned magistrate's findings that I have recited above the present case is in my view one of those cases where the onus of showing that suitable work can in fact be obtained does fall upon the employer.	I say this notwithstanding the respondent's argument that the onus is throughout on the appellant to have established loss of income earning capacity and that the learned magistrate's finding of-a twenty per cent incapacity is a conclusive finding of fact.

In my judgment the learned magistrate failed to have sufficient-regard-to the need for the respondent to prove that, having regard to the appellant's found physical infirmities, a suitable job was available to the appellant.	The only-witness called -0n this question--was the witness Bailey.	But in my opinion his evidence falls far short of satisfying the onus.	Although he gave evidence of taxi driving jobs being available, read as a whole, his evidence cannot sustain a finding on the balance of probabilities that the appellant had available to him work he was capable of doing to the extent of three twelve hour shifts per week.	The evidence does not support the finding about exemptions from lifting baggage being available.	The hearsay evidence on this, at most, suggests
a medical certificate might somehow be used to avoid luggage accompanied fares.	No employer or for that matter, anybody else within the taxi industry was called to express views on the employability of a person in the appellant's condition and circumstances.	That condition and those circumstances - established, as I have said, to the satisfaction of the learned stipendiary magistrate - left the appellant without earning capacity other than in obtaining special employment of an unusual kind, viz. as a non luggage-lifting taxi driver for limited hours.		There was no evidence of the number of taxis in Darwin.	There was no or insufficient evidence of the likely income of the appellant should-he obtain such-employment. -It was no suggested that the state of the labo_ur market restricted the appell:ant-Ls --Cipportunities,

Harking back to Sir Frederick Jordan's statement of principle I have set out above, rather than
the finding of 20% incapacity being, as was submitted, the meaning of a word in a Statute (a question of fact) it is in my judgment a conclusion of fact and law, factual in so far as it depends on the medical condition of the appellant and his personal circumstances, his lack of education and restricted qualifications for employment and so forth, legal in so far as the degree of incapacity to work necessarily requires an analysis of the sufficiency of Bailey's evidence to establish that suitable work was available which the appellant was able to do.
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As I have said the respondent failed to satisfy the onus cast upon it and it follows that the appellant, having proved incapacity to such a degree that he was only able after injury to, at best, drive taxis without loading luggage, and the respondent having failed to establish that there was available suitable work for the appellant with his disabilities, the appellant should be compensated on the premise that he is totally incapacitated for work.

The appeal is allowed.	Declare that the appellant has been and remains permanently incapacitated for work and entitled to compensation on that basis.
Reserve for further argument (in default of agreement) the question of the amount of compensation.

In the course of the hearing of this appeal a question arose as to the accuracy of the transcript before the learned stipendiary magistrate.	The respondent investigated the matter and recovered from a tape what is now transcribed  as pp. 350A &   350B.	That evidence forms part of Bailey's examination in chief, in particular, evidence relating to "certificates of exemption".	On 9th June 1989 submissions by the parties were made on the significance of the respondent's discovery and I reserved judgment.	The parties argued about the proper order for costs of that investigation and the hearing on 9th June.
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The respondent tendered an affidavit by consent on the issue of costs.	I have considered it.	The appellant shall have his costs of the appeal, such costs to exclude his costs of the hearing of 9th June 1989.

Liberty to apply.

